
#

55

Captain

Yes

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6041 260 4.66 1.63 33 9 40.5 7.21 4.27 121 16

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

LB
DOB (Age)

11/18/92 (25)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Perlich, Nicholas

TEAM

Houston Texans15- 2nd- HOU

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Mississippi St. (MSST)

Prospect (Last, First)

McKinney, Benardrick

2017- 9/24 @NE, 10/8 vs KC, 10/29 @SEA, 11/12 @LAR, 12/25 vs PIT

22
Winning %

45%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Texans History- 11th in Total Career Tackles, 9th in Career TFL; 2017- Led team in Tackles 

(95), Played 93.65% of defensive snaps; 2016- Only player in NFL with 100+ tackles and 5+ 

sacks, Most tackles in NFL vs. the run (78)

4th year LB who has started 43 out of 46 career games while playing and starting all 16 games of 2017. 4th year

under HC Bill O’Brien and 1st year under DC Mike Vrabel, playing mostly ILB in a 4 man LB corps focusing on

coming downhill and stopping the run while also lining up on the LOS and becoming a pass rusher in obvious

passing situations after injuries to Jadeveon Clowney, JJ Watt, and Whitney Mercilus. Excellent height and weight

with a tall, thick, muscular build and long arms; displays adequate athletic ability with a combination of solid

quickness and adequate balance and agility. Good mental processing as the signal caller for the defense to read

the formation before the snap and get his teammates in the right position. Solid mental processing and play

speed with the ability to key and diagnose run plays as well as playaction and get moving in the right direction

before the play fully develops. Solid ability to fill correct gap vs. interior runs with excellent size and solid play

strength to take on various blocks head on including Base blocks and double teams to keep leverage in the gap

with quick UOH and solid play strength to disengage from blocks on Gap runs up the middle. Good tackler in the

gap and behind the LOS who wraps up consistently with solid play strength to bring down a variety of ball

carriers easily. Takes solid angles to RB swing pass in the flats to take away the option in Man Coverage. Solid

timing on blitzes on the interior of the OL with solid ability to disquise his blitz and pass rush until the last

second before the snap. Solid competitive toughness in close games as a relentless pass rusher or in pursuit as

well as solid mental toughness to be consistent in his role week in and week out. Adequate ability to beat and get

off blocks from uncovered OL climbing to 2nd level vs. outside Zone runs to keep outside leverage due to

adequate quickness and taking adequate angles through traffic to the ball outside of the numbers. Adequate

tackling ability along the sideline while being Reach blocked, struggles to disengage at the right time with one

hand free and make tackle. Adequate pursuit from the backside of the play as he will get caught up in the traffic

with high pad level and inability to properly break down and deal with COD from RB or WR on outside runs or

after the catch. Marginal ability to read and react to route patters and combinations whether in Man or Zone

coverage; will seem lost at times in Zone coverage turning his body around multiple times while dropping to

spot. Marginal mirror ability in Man coverage due to marginal hip flexibility on routes with lateral breaks while

also getting handsy with TE on vertical route up the seem and getting called for holding penalty. Marginal

transition quickness due to high pad level in coverage and slow COD to close on the ball and affect the catch.

Marginal ball skills as he struggles to find the ball in the air and make a play on it even when in good position, as

well as not being able to force fumbles or strip the ball when tackling. Marginal UOH as a blitzer and pass rusher

with no rush moves to speak of and creates pressure by finding, stunting around, and running through open gap.

Overall he is a solid two down ILB role player who will be effective as early down run stopper. He is best suited

to play ILB in a 34 defense playing downhill to stop inside runs and inside pass rusher due to excellent size and

solid play strength. Lacks the athletic ability in space and route recognition to be remotely effective in either Man

or Zone coverage.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

49
Games Started

46
Games Won

Ball Skills, Mirror Ability in Man Coverage, Awareness and Route Recognition in Zone 

Coverage

PROJECTION Solid two down ILB role player who will be effective as early down run stopper. He is best 

suited to play ILB in a 34 defense playing downhill to stop inside runs and inside pass 

rusher due to excellent size and solid play strength. Lacks the athletic ability in space and 

route recognition to be remotely effective in either Man or Zone coverage.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Mental Processing, Play Strength vs Blocks at POA, Competitive Toughness

WORST

ILB

Any system that utilizes a 4 man LB corp where he can play downhill and focus on stopping 

inside runs while being a designated blitzer to in passing situations to avoid dropping into 

coverage.

2017- No listed injuries; 2016- No listed injuries; 2015- Consussion (Out Weeks 7-8)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


